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Hip Hop Notable Snoop Dogg Drops Hood of Horror Soundtrack by Robert

The hip hop sound track for hip hop / rap notable Snoop Dogg’s Hood Of Horror is in stores
now. Many hip hop artists appear on this album. 

  

Hood of Horror (aka Snoop Dogg's Hood of Horror) is a horror film adaptation of a fictional
comic book, which is an anthology of three short tales set in an urban milieu in a style
reminiscent of Tales From The Crypt and Tales from the Hood. 

  

The movie debuted at the 2006 Cannes Film Festival. The American premiere was on October
18, 2006 at Mann's Hollywood and Highland in Los Angeles, CA. It was also the "secret" ninth
film screened in the 8 Films to Die For film festival on November 19th, 2006 and will open wide
in theaters in April 13, 2007.

  

Welcome to the Hood Of Horror, is a place where revenge is a dish best served cold… in a
40oz. The Hound of Hell is your guide through three terrifying tales from this nefarious
neighborhood and its depraved denizens:

  

a hip hop tagger who finds out that not all gangstas die hard. 

  

a spoiled air to a Texan oil dynasty who murders for money but can’t pay to stay. alive 
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a major rap start that discovers he’s got a few skeletons in his dressing rooms… and they’re
kicking down the door. 

  

This bone-chilling, gut-bursting (literally) anthology proves, once and for all, “it AIN’T all good in
da hood!” 

  

The soundtrack contains many hip hop tracks that are worth a listen. Click highlighted titles to
listen to the track in full. Hip hop legend Snoop Dogg does a good job on “Welcome to the
hood".

  

Tracklist for the album Snoop Dogg’s Hood Of Horror OST.

  

1. Snoop Dogg - "Welcome to the hood"

2. Flii Stylz - "Beaztly" 

3. Al Kapone - "My dead homie" 

4. Rainman - "Out here"

5. Snoop Dogg feat. Young Walt, Terrance Martin and Tiffany Fox - "Shake that shit" 

6. The North Mississppi Allstars - "Goin back to dixie" 

7. Percy Sledge - "24-7-365" 
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http://vista.streamguys.com/jspiewak/snoop_hood.wma 
http://vista.streamguys.com/jspiewak/rainman_out.wma 
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8. Rednex - "Cotton eye Joe" 

9. C-Ride feat. Dre - "Get ghost" 

10. Young Hugg and CJ - "Da hood" 

11. Ill Bill - "Thousand to ms" 

12. Flii Stylz feat. Dap - "Clownin out" 

13. Lordikim - "Stay up" 

14. Cool and Dre feat. Aries Spears and Pooch Hall - "Sod and quons theme" (dramacydal) 

15. Al Kapone - "Derelicts lair"

  

VISIT THE OFFICIAL SITE: http://www.songsfromthehood.com    
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http://www.songsfromthehood.com/

